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• Smash + Tess is a leading loungewear product 
in Canada

• We are comfortably generating revenue in the 
8 figure range this fiscal year

• Our revenue is 70% reliant on web-based, 
D2C sales



“No industry is failing faster than retail.”

Harvard Business Review, 2018



Consumers are now, more than ever, in the driver’s 
seat- they can seek out the products they want, 
when they want, however they want.

At the click of a button.



Why DTC can be the solution?

1. Own the customer experience

2. Appeal to the heart

3. Engage audience through content

4. Create sales through thoughtful and  targeted 
advertising



DTC allows us to focus on ”brand equity” and “brand 
purpose” because we own our customer relationships-
elevating people and products over price and place. 

1. OWN THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Why DTC can be the solution?



Own the customer experience and relationship: 

Interactive Size Calculator

Visual Size Guide

We are helpful



Own the customer experience and relationship: 

We are inclusive



Own the customer experience and relationship: 

From the way that we talk to 
our customers in our product 
write ups

To the moment that they 
unwrap their Romper when it 
shows up at their doorstep

You made it! Another successful 
week under your belt. Hot shower, 
glass of wine, and a deliciously cozy 
long-sleeved romper to kick off this 
weekend just right (we just happen 
to call this that #rompsohard
moment, we got you, girl!). Whether 
you’re laying low or hitting the town, 
this versatile romper screams “FRI-
YAY!”

The  customer journey is consistent



2. APPEAL TO THE HEART

Why DTC can be the solution?



Through giving back…

We appeal to the heart:



By connecting personally…
We appeal to the heart:



“Great content doesn’t sell a product, it seals an opportunity to better an aspect of your life.”
-Nik Sharma, Head of DTC and VaynerMedia and 2019 Forbes 30 Under 30

3. CREATE AUDIENCE THROUGH CONTENT

Why DTC can be the solution?







60,000+ Newsletter Subscribers
With over 18% of our traffic resulting from 
this source

Our blog sees an average of 10,000 views a 
month



Our #smashtessgirls are our greatest ambassadors

“Sundays are for rocking my 
@smashtess. Actually who am I 
kidding, Monday- Saturdays are no 
different.”

“Some moms show up to pick up 
their children in heels…I show up 
in one of my @smashtess
rompers at least 3/5 days a 
week.”

“Why did I wait so long to 
purchase a @smashtess
romper???



• In the past year, our average ROA is $50.34
• 10% of our sales are a result of our FB ads

• Retarget visitors who left without purchasing 
• Similar to Google Ads but more user friendly
• In the month of April, our ROA was $161.80 for every $1 

spent

4. CREATE SALES THROUGH THOUGHTFUL AND TARGETED ADS

Why DTC can be the solution?



Challenging

The Great Divide



Bricks and Clicks are not mutually exclusive

• As a comfort-oriented product, this 
offers customers the chance to try 
on the styles

• Brand Ambassadors across the 
country

• Large bulk orders that require less 
time and labour



Bricks and Clicks are not mutually exclusive



Bricks and Clicks are not mutually exclusive

BUT

• We are sure to have online exclusives

• We insist on being first to market

• We are careful about market saturation and 
our retail partners are chosen carefully

• We offer unique packaging and treats



1. We are able to own the customer experience from the 
moment our customers interact with us on social or online to 
the moment that their package is delivered

2. We can appeal to the hearts of our customers, evoking a 
sense of belonging through personal stories and community and 
charitable involvement

3.We are able to create, share, and reinforce content that 
speaks to our customers in a personal way, highlighting shared 
narratives and inviting them to join our cool girls club.

4. We are in control of our own ad strategies, generating 
sales through thoughtful and targeted advertising.

Direct-to-Consumer has been the solution for Smash + Tess



Romper Humour




